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As we gather in Argentina to 
celebrate our 20th anniversary of  
the Association of futures Markets, i 
have the privilege as your chairman to 
make a few remarks as the foreword 
to this very special book of reflections.

i believe the Association was established all those years 
back in 1998 to provide a networking platform for 
emerging exchanges and service providers whom had a 
desire to promote the use of  derivative markets for price 
risk management purposes. this desire has become a 
well-established association where AfM members are 
no longer just acquaintances but rather a number of  us 
share friendships that span over many years.

Developing new markets is no easy task and so the 
association has strived to be able to provide at least 
one meeting a year, preferable two, where members 
can discuss issues prevalent around their stage of  
development. for me this has certainly been one of  the 
most valuable outputs of  the association where even 
as potential competitors, AfM members openly share 
ambitions and solutions to challenges. it is within this 
spirit, that i believe the association has been able to build 
such lasting relationships amongst its members.

reflecting back to my first AfM meeting in budapest in 
2004, i fondly recall the memories of  meeting members 
of  the association for the first time and who welcomed 
new comers with open arms. the panel discussions 
remain interactive, even after all these years where we 
encourage conference participants to challenge both 
moderator and panellists with questions to help address 
their own markets. i often come away from an AfM 
conference with a number of  idea’s for new products or 
enthusiastic to do things differently in my own country, 
based on shared experiences learnt at the conference.

Another highlight for me regards the association, is the 
opportunity to meet each year in a different member 
country where our hosts have always gone out of  their 
way to showcase their own markets, cultures and history. 
there is nothing more special than to appreciate how 
diversified we are on this planet but when it comes to 
passion for developing futures markets, the AfM members 
are united. i can also vouch that hosting an event does 
take a significant amount of  planning and time, but the 

reward of  sharing your own country offering is a proud 
one. it was certainly an honour to host the AfM members 
in south Africa and the Jse in 2013. 

there is one person i would like to single out from the 
association, krisztina kasza, who has been responsible 
for our secretariat since inception. krisztina i believe 
it is your commitment and enthusiasm at serving the 
association that has attributed to the fact that we can 
hold this 20th anniversary meeting. thank you for your 
unselfish commitment and passion for the AfM. thank 
you also for all your hard work in putting together this 
book of  comments and photos to ensure we treasure our 
20 year journey.

there are a number of  other folk that have shaped the 
association and contributed significantly to its evolution. 
We have asked them to each contribute their experiences 
and added these to the book. enjoy reading them.

i would also like to thank all the AfM members for 
entrusting me to hold the chairmanship role for the past 
4 years, this has been a great privilege and i would also 
like to extend my sincere gratitude to the AfM board 
Members who have actively supported me in this role.

i do hope you will enjoy this book and in years to come, 
reflect on the many good memories we have had not only 
building our own markets in our respective countries, 
but also knowing we were able to do so sharing these 
experiences with our fellow AfM members.

if  you are not an AfM member, it is never too late to join 
the family.

enjoy this book of  reflections and many thanks again to 
our hosts in Argentina!

Yours sincerely

chris sturgess 
AfM chairman

Jse: Director commodities & key client Management

Association of Futures Markets –  
An association inspired to build friendships and share experiences, all for the greater good of  evolving futures markets 
in emerging markets – a tribute to 20 years in action

Preface

Dear AfM friends,

PreFACe
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Agricultural futures exchange, the netherlands

Agricultural commodity exchange of  Zambia, Zambia

budapest commodity exchange, Hungary

central clearing House and Depository Ltd. of  budapest, Hungary

kuala Lumpur commodity exchange, Malaysia

Mercado a termino de buenos Aires, Argentina

romanian commodities exchange, romania

south African futures exchange, south Africa

Agricultural futures exchange of  thailand 

APeX softcell 

bahrain financial exchange 

bankon Management 

bolsa Mercantil de colombia 

bond and Derivatives exchange  

Dubai Gold and commodities 

eureX 

european climate exchange 

financial technologies 

Global board of  trade 

Hsbc bank 

innovative energy 

korea exchange 

McX india 

Patsystems 

romanian clearing House 

rts russia 

sibiu exchange 

singapore exchange 

trayport 

ukrainian currency interbank exchange 

Vietnam commodity exchange 

FoUnDInG MeMBers 
on november 23, 1998 
(buenos Aires, Argentina)

otHer ForMer MeMBers

years
20

embracing markets
bridging people
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AFM MeMBers In 2017
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20

embracing markets
bridging people
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Location Lilongwe, Malawi

Web site www.aceafrica.org
ace@aceafrica.org

Founded 2006

AFM Member since 2010

Management •	Kristian		Schach	Moller,	Chief 	Executive	Officer	
•	Abbie	Morris,	Chief 	Operations	Officer
•	Niall	Haughey,	Commercial	Manager
•	Prisca	Muona,	Financial	Manager
•	Pete	Wythe,	Collateral	Manager
•	Esther	Kawale,	Programme	Manager
•	Cuthbert	Nyirenda,	Trade	Manager

AFM Contact Person kristian schach Moller

type of Institution commodity exchange

trading or service 
offering 

•	Trade	Facilitation
•	Warehouse	Receipt	System
•	Market	Information	System

Main products •	Maize
•	Soya	Beans
•	Pigeon	Peas
•	Cow	Peas
•	Sunflower
•	Sugar	Beans
•	Ground	Nuts

Market capitalisation (UsD)  n/A

exchange partnerships •	ZAMACE
•	SAFEX

Memberships  •	AFM
•	East	Africa	Grain	Council	(EAGC)	
•	Grain	Traders	Association	(Malawi)	(GTPA)

regulatory bodies reserve bank of  Malawi
www.rbm.mw

General market 
information  

Ace is operating as a development partner private sector hybrid. About 80% of  Malawi’s population 
is involved in agricultural production, but very few have access to any basic modern tools or 
services. the markets are very fragmented, volatile and unpredictable.

AGrICULtUre CoMMoDIty exCHAnGe For AFrICA 
(ACe)
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Location Minsk, republic of  belarus

Web site http://butb.by/
info@butb.by 

Founded 2004

AFM Member since 2010

Management •	Arkady	Salikov,	Chairman	of 	the	Board
•	Oleg	Yakubovich,	First	Deputy	Chairman
•	Anatoly	Zaretsky,	Deputy	Chairman
•	Sergey	Popudrenko,	Deputy	Chairman

AFM Contact Person Aleksandr bashliy, Head of  foreign relations – a.bashliy@butb.by 

type of Institution commodity exchange

trading or service 
offering 

spot exchange auctions in commodities

Main products buce organizes spot exchange auctions in timber, agricultural, metal products and industrial and 
consumer goods. 
buce serves as an e-platform for public procurement and property e-auctions. 
buce also sells information and analytical products and develops e-trade software products. 

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

state owned joint stock company

exchange partnerships •	Eurasian	Trade	System	Commodity	Exchange	(Kazakhstan)
•	Uzbek	Republican	Commodity	Exchange	(Uzbekistan)	
•	Saint-Petersburg	International	Mercantile	Exchange	(Russia)
•	Kyiv	Agronomic	Industry	Exchange	(Ukraine)
•	Yerevan	Commodity	and	Raw	Material	Exchange	«Adamand»	(Armenia)
•	Iran	Mercantile	Exchange	(Iran)
•	Taiwan	Futures	Exchange	(Taiwan)
•	Istanbul	Commodity	Exchange	(Turkey)
•	State	Commodity	and	Raw	Materials	Exchange	of 	Turkmenistan	(Turkmenistan)

Memberships  •	Association	of 	Futures	Markets	(AFM)
•	International	Association	of 	Exchanges	of 	CIS	states	(IAT	CIS)

BeLArUsIAn UnIversAL CoMMoDIty exCHAnGe 
oJsC
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regulatory bodies Ministry of  Antimonopoly regulation and trade
http://www.mintorg.gov.by/index.php?lang=en

General market 
information  

the economic potential of  belarus is based on a number of  industries which account for almost 
40% of  the basic production assets. over 2,300 different plants produce about 30% of  the gross 
domestic product function in the country. 
the key industries are:
- engineering, metalworking,
- chemical and petrochemical industry,
- light and food industries,
- forest and wood industries,
- production of  construction materials,
- pharmaceuticals and microbiological
the export potential of  belarus is based on trucks, tractors, television sets, refrigerators, chemical 
fiber, potassium fertilizers, textile products, light industry and food industries.
More than 52 percent of  the total belarusian export services is made up of  transport services, 
reflecting the favorable geographical position of  the republic of  belarus. Among the major exports 
are it and construction services. the main trade partners of  belarus in export service are the eu 
(about half  of  total exports) and russia (a quarter of  exports).

BeLArUsIAn UnIversAL CoMMoDIty exCHAnGe 
oJsC – continueD –
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BorsA IstAnBUL exCHAnGe GroUP

Location istanbul, turkey

Web site http://www.borsaistanbul.com/en/home-page

Founded 1985

AFM Member since 2006

Management •	Himmet	Karadag,	Chairman
•	Osman	Sarac,	Deputy	Chairman

AFM Contact Person Mehmet serkan karabacak, chief  Advisor to chairman – serkan.karabacak@borsaistanbul.com

type of Institution exchange group

trading or service 
offering 

Multi-asset class trading:
•	Equities
•	Debt	Securities
•	Derivatives	(VIOP)
•	Precious	Metals	and	Diamonds

Main products equities, exchange traded funds, Warrants, options, futures, certificates, Debt instruments, Lease 
certificates.
there are thirteen separate markets in the borsa istanbul Derivatives Market – VioP:
•	Equity	Options		
•	Equity	Futures		
•	Equity	Index	Options	
•	Equity	Index	Futures	
•	FX	Futures	
•	FX	Options		
•	Precious	Metals	Futures		
•	Commodity	Futures	
•	Power	Futures	
•	Foreign	Indices	Futures	
•	Metal	Futures	
•	ETF	Futures	
•	Overnight	Repo	Rate	Futures

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

2016 : 174.491 billion usD
2015 : 190.153 billion usD
2014 : 269.800 billion usD
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exchange partnerships •	Shanghai	Stock	Exchange
•	Shenzhen	Stock	Exchange
•	Moscow	Interbank	Currency	Exchange	
•	Muscat	Securities	Market
•	Abu	Dhabi	Securities	Exchange
•	Korea	Exchange
•	Damascus	Securities	Exchange
•	Kazakhstan	Stock	Exchange
•	Egyptian	Stock	Exchange
•	Bourse	de	Casablanca
•	Singapore	Exchange
•	Tashkent	Republican	Stock	Exchange
•	Bahrain	Bourse
•	Tunis	Stock	Exchange
•	Libyan	Stock	Market
•	Japan	Exchange	Group
•	Tirana	Stock	Exchange
•	Karachi	Stock	Exchange
•	Pakistan	Mercantile	Exchange
•	Qatar	Stock	Exchange
•	Dubai	Multi	Commodities	Center	(DMCC)
•	Dalian	Commodity	Exchange
•	Tahran	Exchange

Memberships  World federation of  exchanges, Wfe
federation euro-Asian stock exchanges, feAs
federation of  european securities exchanges, fese
international islamic financial Market, iifM
WfDb - World federation of  Diamond bourses
LbMA – London bullion Market Association
kPcs – kimberley Process certification scheme
Association of  futures Markets, AfM
futures industry Association, fiA
intermarket surveillance Group, isG
oic organization of  islamic cooperation
ifsb islamic financial services board
iosco AMcc (Affiliate Members consultative committee)

in addition to that, borsa istanbul, has partnerships with the united nations in terms of  united 
nations Global compact, unGc; Principles for responsible investment, unPri; and sustainable 
stock exchanges, unsse.

regulatory bodies the legal framework of  the turkish capital markets, as it currently stands, is mainly devised by two 
major pieces of  legislation, namely capital Markets Law  and turkish commercial code. there is 
also extensive detail level regulation specifically manifested as communiqués of  the capital Markets 
board and regulations of  the stock exchange.
http://www.cmb.gov.tr/

General market 
information

the turkish economy has shown remarkable performance with its steady growth over the last 
decade. A sound macroeconomic strategy in combination with prudent fiscal policies and major 
structural reforms in effect since 2002 has integrated the turkish economy into the globalized 
world, while transforming the country into one of  the major recipients of  fDi in its region.

BorsA IstAnBUL exCHAnGe GroUP
– continueD –
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General market 
information  

the structural reforms, hastened by turkey’s eu accession process, have paved the way for 
comprehensive changes in a number of  areas. the main objectives of  these efforts were to 
increase the role of  the private sector in the turkish economy, to enhance the efficiency and 
resiliency of  the financial sector, and to place the social security system on a more solid foundation. 
As these reforms have strengthened the macroeconomic fundamentals of  the country, the economy 
grew with an average annual real GDP growth rate of  4.7 percent over the period of  2002 to 
2014. Moreover, turkey’s impressive economic performance over the past decade has encouraged 
experts and international institutions to make confident projections about turkey’s economic future. 
for example, according to the oecD, turkey is expected to be one of  the fastest growing economies 
of  the oecD members during 2014-2016, with an annual average growth rate of  3.6 percent.

together with stable economic growth, turkey has also reined in its public finances; the eu-defined 
general government nominal debt stock fell to 33.5 percent from 67.7 percent between 2003 and 
2014. Hence, turkey has been meeting the “60 percent eu Maastricht criteria” for public debt 
stock since 2004. similarly, during 2003-2014, the budget deficit decreased from more than 10 
percent to less than 3 percent, which is one of  the eu Maastricht criteria for the budget balance.
 
As the GDP levels increased to usD 800 billion in 2014, up from usD 305 billion in 2003, GDP per 
capita soared to usD 10,404, up from usD 4,565 in the given period.
 
the visible improvements in the turkish economy have also boosted foreign trade, while exports 
reached usD 158 billion by the end of  2014, up from usD 47 billion in 2003. similarly, tourism 
revenues, which were around usD 14 billion in 2003, exceeded usD 34.3 billion in 2014.
 
significant improvements in such a short period of  time have registered turkey on the world 
economic scale as an exceptional emerging economy, the 16th largest economy in the world and 
the 6th largest economy when compared with the eu countries, according to GDP figures (at PPP) 
in 2013.

•	Institutionalized	economy	fuelled	by	USD	144	billion	of 	FDI	in	the	past	decade
•	16th	largest	economy	in	the	world	and	6th	largest	economy	compared	with	EU	countries	in	2013	

(GDP at PPP, iMf-Weo)
•	Robust	economic	growth	with	an	average	annual	real	GDP	growth	of	4.7	percent	during	2002-2014
•	GDP	reached	USD	800	billion	in	2014,	up	from	USD	305	billion	in	2003
•	Sound	economic	policies	with	a	prudent	fiscal	discipline
•	Strong	financial	structure	resilient	to	the	global	financial	crisis

 
 
 

BorsA IstAnBUL exCHAnGe GroUP
– continueD –
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Location budapest, Hungary

Web site www.bse.hu  

Founded 1864

AFM Member since 2004

Management •	Richard	Vegh,	CEO
•	Daniel	Kormoczi,	Deputy	CEO
•	Tamas	Madlena,	Deputy	CEO
•	Laszlo	Berenyi,	Deputy	CEO

AFM Contact Person Daniel kormoczi – info@bse.hu 

type of Institution stock exchange

trading or service 
offering 

trading platform for cash and derivatives markets

Main products •	Equities
•	Bonds
•	Investment	Funds
•	Index	Futures
•	FX	Futures
•	Equity	Futures
•	Certificates
•	Commodities
•	ETFs

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

usD 22.37 billion

exchange partnerships nA

Memberships  •	FESE
•	AFM
•	FISD

regulatory bodies central bank of  Hungary    www.mnb.hu/en 

General market 
information  

Hungary has been a member of  the european union since 2004. With a population of  10 million, 
the country has an open and export driven economy and a GDP/capita of  26,000 usD.
Major credit ratings: Moody’s baa3 , s&P bbb-, fitch bbb- the main industries of  the country are 
automotive, pharmaceuticals, electronics and information technology.

BUDAPest stoCk exCHAnGe
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Location Global Headquarters in Denver, colorado, usA

Web site www.cqg.com 

Founded 1980

AFM Member since 2010

Management •	Rod	Giffen,	President
•	Patrick	J	Kenny,	SVP

AFM Contact Person Patrick kenny

type of Institution financial technology

trading or service 
offering 

Multi asset class Market Data and execution – isV

Main products •	Futures	&	Options
•	Fixed	Income
•	FX

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

Privately held company

exchange partnerships isV

Memberships  

regulatory bodies •	NFA
•	CFTC

General market 
information  

CQG InC.
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eUronext

Location Amsterdam, brussels, Lisbon, London, Paris (offices in Porto and Hong kong)

Web site www.euronext.com

Founded 2000

AFM Member since 2000

Management •	Stéphane	Boujnah,	CEO	and	Chairman		of 	the	Managing	Board	
•	Jos	Dijsselhof,	Chief 	Operating	Officer	
•	Lee	Hodgkinson,	Head	of 	Markets,	Global	Sales	and	CEO	Euronext	London	
•	Anthony	Attia,	CEO	Euronext	Paris	and	Global	Head	of 	Listing
•	Maria	João	Carioca,	CEO	Euronext	Lisbon	and	Interbolsa	
•	Maurice	van	Tilburg,	CEO	Euronext	Amsterdam	
•	Vincent	Van	Dessel,	CEO	Euronext	Brussels

AFM Contact Person •	Nicholas	Kennedy
•	Lionel	Porte

type of Institution equity and Derivatives exchange

trading or service 
offering 

euronext is the primary exchange in the euro zone with more than 1,300 listed issuers worth more 
than €3.1 trillion in market capitalisation at end october 2016, an unmatched blue chip franchise 
consisting of  25 issuers in the euro stoXX 50® benchmark and a strong diverse domestic and 
international client base. 
the exchanges that now comprise euronext have been at the heart of  european capital markets 
for four centuries. euronext operates regulated and transparent equity and derivatives markets, as 
well as Alternext and the free Market; in addition it offers enternext, which facilitates sMes’ access 
to capital markets. 
euronext also leverages its expertise in running markets by providing technology and managed 
services to third parties.
 euronext’s mission is to serve the real economy by bringing together buyers and sellers in venues 
that are transparent, efficient and reliable.
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eUronext
– continueD –

Main products euronext’s product offering includes:
•	Equities,	Exchange	Traded	Funds,	Warrants	&	Certificates,	Bonds,	Derivatives,	Commodities	and	

indices.
key derivatives products are benchmark index futures and options such as:
•	CAC	40,	AEX,	BEL	20	and	PSI	20
•	Single	stock	options	and	futures	
trusted global and european benchmarks for commodity products including: 
•	Milling	wheat
•	Rapeseed	and	Corn	commodity	derivatives

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

in euros  € 2.835 billion (estimated)

exchange partnerships technology partnerships with:
•	Amman	Stock	Exchange
•	ATS	Brazil
•	Beirut	Stock	Exchange
•	Bourse	de	Luxembourg
•	BVMT
•	Muscat	Securities	Market
•	Qatar	Stock	Exchange
•	Warsaw	Stock	Exchange

Memberships  •	FESE
•	Eurofi

regulatory bodies belgium:
financial services and Markets Authority (fsMA): www.fsma.be/ 
belgian national bank (bnb): www.nbb.be/ 
france:
Autorité de contrôle Prudentiel – AcP: www.banque-france.fr/acp 
Ministry of  economics and finance: www.minefe.gouv.fr/   
Autorité des Marchés financiers (AMf): www.amf-france.org  
the netherlands:
De nederlandsche bank (Dnb): www.dnb.nl 
netherlands Authority for the financial Markets (AfM): www.afm.nl 
Portugal:
Portuguese securities Market commission (cMVM): www.cmvm.pt   
united kingdom:
financial conduct Authority (fcA): www.fca.org.uk 

General market 
information  
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Location istanbul, turkey

Web site http://www.feas.org/

Founded 1995

AFM Member since 2012

Management •	Chairman:	Dr.	Mohammad	Omran	(CEO	of 	Egyptian	Exchange)
•	Secretary	General:	Serkan	Karabacak	(Borsa	Istanbul)

AFM Contact Person ege Adalioglu, Deputy secretary General
telephone no: +90 212 2926600 (ext 235)
Mobile: +90 530 7350742

type of Institution the federation of  euro-Asian stock exchanges (feAs) is a sectoral non-profit organization 
bringing eurasian capital market institutions together. feAs is open to exchanges in europe, Asia 
and Mediterranean basin; and affiliate membership is available for post trade institutions and 
dealer associations in the same region.
since its foundation in istanbul in 1995 with 12 members, feAs has grown to 42 members                      
(24 full, 8 Affiliates, 4 observers and 6 bilateral, including AfM) from 30 countries. the membership 
includes exchanges, post trade institutions, dealer associations and regional federations.

Mission the mission of  feAs is to help create fair, efficient and transparent market environments among 
its members and in their operating region. Within this framework, increasing the awareness of  
the euro Asian region towards investors has always been feAs main purpose. feAs also aims to 
minimize barriers to trade through the adoption of  best practices for listing, trading and settlement. 
in addition feAs also supports promoting linkages among members for cross-border trading.

structure  the governing body of  feAs is the General Assembly, comprised of  all full member exchanges 
and affiliate members. the Assembly meets once annually in a member country to discuss major 
issues concerning the operations of  feAs. the purpose of  the meeting is to decide upon changes 
in the statute and by laws, its annual budget and to approve its activity and financial reports 
including the Audit report. the executive board, made up of  11 members, is responsible for the 
development of  federation policies, making major administrative decisions as mandated by the 
General Assembly, approving the content and scope of  tasks assigned to the Working committee 
and making recommendations to the General Assembly. the administration of  the federation is 
entrusted to the secretary General, who is appointed by the General Assembly. 

Membership http://www.feas.org/member-profiles.aspx

FeDerAtIon oF eUro AsIAn exCHAnGes
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GMex GroUP

Location London, united kingdom

Web site www.gmex-group.com

Founded 2012

AFM Member since 2013

Management •	Hirander	Misra	–	Co-Founding	Group	Chairman	&	CEO
•	Tony	Harrop	–	Co-Founding	Group	CIO	&	Director	of 	GMEX	Tech

AFM Contact Person Hirander Misra
hirander.misra@gmex-group.com

trading or service 
offering 

About GMeX Group
GMeX Group is a set of  companies that offer sustainable and innovative solutions for the new era 
of  global financial markets through a partnership driven approach, encompassing:
•	Creation	and	operation	of 	 low	cost	electronic	exchanges	in	equities,	debt,	FX,	derivatives	and	

commodities in both developing and developed markets
•	Interconnectivity	of 	exchanges	creating	a	global	network	of 	liquidity
•	Business	development	to	enhance	liquidity	in	partner	exchange	products
•	Consultancy	 on	 exchange	 business	 &	 technology	 strategy,	 product	 development,	 clearing	 &	

settlement and regulation
•	Provision	of 	 exchange,	 clearing	house,	 depository,	 registry	 and	warehouse	 receipts	 platform	

technology
•	Selective	seed	and	early	stage	strategic	investment	into	market	infrastructure	and	related	fintech	

companies

About GMeX technologies
GMeX technologies is a provider of  multi-asset exchange and post trade technology covering 
all the market infrastructure value chain. this includes a fcA and cftc vetted high performance 
exchange trading system, as well as a leading edge matching engine, market surveillance system, 
several front end trading platform options as well as clearing house systems, depository and 
registry systems in addition to a warehouse receipts platform.

Main products •	Exchange	Trading	Solutions
•	Post	Trade	Market	Infrastruture	Solutions
•	Commodity	and	Warehouse	Receipts	Solutions
•	Market	Surveillance	Solutions

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

not applicable
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exchange partnerships GMeX solutions are currently in place with the following exchanges
•	UK	London	–	London	Derivatives	Exchange	
•	Uganda	Kampala	–	ALTX	East	Africa
•	Tajikistan	Dushambe	–	Central	Asian	Stock	Exchange	(CASE)	and	CJSC	Depository	
•	Vietnam	Hanoi	–	Hanoi	Exchange	(HNX)	and	Vietnam	Securities	Depository	(VSD),	
•	UK	London	–	TP	ICAP	
•	USA	Chicago	–	SEED	CX	Commodities	Exchange	
•	Malawi	Lilongwe	-	Agricultural	Commodity	Exchange	for	Africa	(ACE)

Memberships  not applicable

regulatory bodies not applicable

General market 
information  

GMeX Group operates globally and uses its deep market infrastructure business knowledge to 
create an appropriate strategic master plan with its partner exchanges, clearing houses and 
depositories to facilitate business development to enhance liquidity in partner exchange products 
. through its GMeX services arm, consultancy is offered on exchange business & technology 
strategy, product development, clearing & settlement and regulation all enabled with the provision 
of  exchange, clearing house, depository, registry and warehouse receipts platform technology. this 
is underpinned by r&D through the group’s GMeX innovation arm. through GMeX technologies the 
group also offers the added ability to interconnect partner exchanges where appropriate creating a 
global network of  liquidity. through the GMeX investments arm the group also makes selective seed 
and early stage strategic investments into market infrastructure and related fintech companies.

GMex GroUP
– continueD –
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Location budapest, Hungary

Web site www.hupx.hu/en 
info@hupx.hu

Founded 2007

AFM Member since 2011

Management •	Péter	Tóth	–	CEO		
•	Júlia	Lobenwein	–	Head	of 	Sales	
•	György	Istvánffy	–	Head	of 	Operations	and	Market	Development	
•	Attila	Vass	–	CIO	

AFM Contact Person bianka baksai – communication Associate

type of Institution Power exchange

trading or service 
offering 

•	Trading	platform
•	Training	and	examinations

Main products Day Ahead Market:
Hourly product
block product

Physical forwards:
four (4) front weeks, 
three (3) front months, 
four (4) front quarters,
three (3) front years

intraday Market:
15 min product
60 min block
user defined block 
Predefined block 

traded volumes in 2016 
(MWh)  

HuPX DAM: 17 720 696,50 MWh
HuPX iDM: 11 111,40 MWh
HuPX Phf: 6 857 426 MWh

Memberships  •	EUROPEX
•	NEMO	Committee

regulatory bodies Hungarian energy and Public utility regulatory Authority - http://www.mekh.hu/home

General market 
information  

•	Fully	liberalized	energy	market
•	Competitive	energy	prices

HUPx HUnGArIAn PoWer exCHAnGe LIMIteD
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Location Jakarta, indonesia

Web site www.icdx.co.id/contact
info@icdexchange.com
ops@icdexchange.com

Founded 2009

AFM Member since 2010

Management •	Lamon	Rutten,	CEO
•	Megain	Widjaja,	Joint	CEO

AFM Contact Person •	Megain	Widjaja
•	Mugen	Lensrich

type of Institution futures exchange

trading or service 
offering 

trading of  spot and futures derivatives contracts

Main products •	Agriculture
•	Base	metals
•	Precious	metals

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

n/A

exchange partnerships •	Iran	Mercantile	Exchange	–	MOU
•	GMEX	Group	-	MOU

Memberships  •	AFM
•	WFE
•	FIA

regulatory bodies commodity futures trading regulatory Agency (coftrA)
www.bappebti.go.id/en/pages/contact.html 

General market 
information  

indonesia is the world’s 16th largest economy and an active member of  G20. icDX launched its first 
physical tin contract in 2013, where all tin ingots have to be traded on the exchange. the result of  
this initiative was greater transparency which leads to better price for the industry stakeholders. 
icDX plans to launch more products but not limited to commodities and strengthen indonesia’s 
position in the global financial market.

InDonesIA CoMMoDIty AnD DerIvAtIves 
exCHAnGe
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Location tehran, iran

Web site www.ime.co.ir/en

Founded 2007

AFM Member since 2008

Management Dr. Hamed soltaninejad – Managing Director

AFM Contact Person Mohammadreza tahmasbi

type of Institution Mercantile exchange

trading or service 
offering 

iran Mercantile exchange is the operator of  a spot (physical) and derivatives market. 

Main products spot market: 
•	Polymers
•	Plastics
•	Chemicals
•	Bitumen
•	Ferrous	and	non-ferrous	metals
•	Minerals
•	Gold
Derivatives: 
•	Gold	coin	futures	and	options	
other financial instruments: 
•	SALAM	contracts
•	Warehouse	warrants	(CDR)

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

usD 14 billion in 2016

exchange partnerships signing Mous with buce, PMeX and icDX  

Memberships  •	FEAS
•	WFE	(affiliate	member)

regulatory bodies the securities and exchange organization

General market 
information  

in iMe spot market transactions based on single-seller and multi-buyer auctions account for 45% 
of  the total market value. the futures and options trading value comprised 40% of  total trading 
value in 2016. the new sALAM forwards and cDr contracts instruments in iMe account for the rest 
of  the market value. sALAM bonds provide finance for industries offering products including steel, 
iron ore, polymers and grains.

IrAn MerCAntILe exCHAnGe
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IrAn MerCAntILe exCHAnGe
– continueD –

iran overview

iran is the second largest economy in the Middle east 
and north Africa (MenA) region after saudi Arabia, with 
an estimated Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2015 of  
us$393.7 billion. it also has the second largest population 
of  the region after egypt, with an estimated 78.8 million 
people in 2015. 

iran’s economy is characterized by the hydrocarbon sector, 
agriculture and services sectors, and a noticeable state 
presence in manufacturing and financial services. iran ranks 
second in the world in natural gas reserves and fourth in 
proven crude oil reserves. economic activity and government 
revenues still depend to a large extent on oil revenues and 
therefore remain volatile. 

iran has adopted a comprehensive strategy encompassing 
market-based reforms as reflected in the government’s 20-
year vision document and the sixth five-year development 
plan for the 2016-2021 period. the plan is comprised of  
three pillars, namely, the development of  a resilient economy, 
progress in science and technology, and the promotion of  
cultural excellence. 

on the economic front, the development plan envisages an 
annual economic growth rate of 8 percent with reforms of  
state-owned enterprises, the financial and banking sector, and 
the allocation and management of oil revenues among the 
main priorities of the government during the five-year period.

the iranian government has implemented major reforms 
of  its subsidy program on key staples such as petroleum 
products, water, electricity and bread, which has resulted in 
a moderate improvement in the efficiency of  expenditures 
and economic activities. A second phase of  subsidy reform 
is being considered which would involve a more gradual fuel 
price adjustment than previously envisaged and the greater 
targeting of  cash transfers to low-income households.

following the economic recovery experienced in 2014*, the 
iranian economy is estimated to have advanced at an annual 
growth rate of  only 0.5 percent during the 2015 iranian 
calendar year (i.e., March 21, 2015-March 20, 2016). 

this performance came in spite of  the signing of  the Joint 
comprehensive Plan of  Action (JcPoA) in July 2016 and 
the significant economic prospects it offered. inflationary 
pressures on the economy continued to abate under the less 
accommodative monetary policy stance, with the consumer 
Price index falling to 12.6 percent per annum in January 
2016, from a peak of  45.1 percent in october 2012. 

stimulating private sector growth and job creation is a continued 
focus for the government considering the number of workers 
who should enter the labor market in the coming years, including 
women and youth and the persistently high unemployment rate 
(11.7 percent). tackling youth unemployment in particular is a 
pressing policy issue in line with the evolving demographic profile 
of the country, which is characterized by more than 60 percent of  
its population estimated to be under the age of 30 in 2013.

Due to the lifting of the sanctions and a more business-
oriented environment, real GDP growth is projected to reach 
4.3 percent and 4.8 percent in 2016 and 2017, respectively. 
on the production side, growth will be mainly driven by 
higher hydrocarbon production. on the expenditure side, 
consumption, investment and exports are expected to be the 
main drivers. notwithstanding the narrowing of the output 
gap over the coming years, inflation is forecast to remain 
moderate, by iran’s standard. the lifting of sanctions, and in 
particular the positive impact this will have on the banking 
system, will significantly reduce international transaction 
costs. iran’s current account position is expected to turn into 
a surplus in 2017, also primarily driven by rising oil exports.  

the economic recovery came as a result of  the partial lifting 
of  sanctions under the interim Joint Plan of  Action (JPoA) 
signed between iran and the P5+1 (i.e., china, france, 
Germany, russia, the united kingdom and the united states) 
in november 2013, and the related rise in consumer and 
business confidence.    
(source: World bank)

key industries

Metals and Minerals: Having large resources of copper, aluminum, 
rare metals and many other minerals, precious stones and iron 
ore, iran is the largest producer of steel products and copper in 
the Middle east and north Africa (35 million tons annually). 

Petrochemicals: having the world’s second largest gas 
reserves, the country has developed a booming petrochemical 
and chemical products industry producing over 45 million 
tons of polymers, plastics and chemicals on an annual basis 
exporting to various destinations across the globe.

Agriculture: Almost all grains, cereals, and main agriculture 
products are produced in iran. total agro-production 
amounts to over 100 million Mt annually. iran exported 
wheat to other countries in 2016.
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Location Jakarta, indonesia

Web site www.jfx.co.id

Founded 1999

AFM Member since 2007

Management board of  commissioners:
•	Ardiansyah	Parman,	President	Commissioner		
•	Hansen	Wibowo,	Commissioner																
•	Fridericus	Wishnubroto,	Commissioner

board of  Directors:
•	Stephanus	Paulus	Lumintang,	President	Director													
•	Donny	Raymond,	Director

AFM Contact Person •	Tumpal	Sihombing,	Corporate	Secretary	Division	Head				(tsihombing@jfx.co.id)	
•	Lukas	Lauw,	IT	and	Trading	Division	Head		(llauw@jfx.co.id)	
•	Friska	Listiani,	Secretary	to	President	Director		(flistiani@jfx.co.id)	

type of Institution commodity futures exchange

trading or service 
offering 

•	On	Exchange	Trading,	for	commodities	such	as	coffee,	cocoa,	olein,	gold;
•	Alternative	Trading	System	(OTC)

Main products •	Palm	Oil	Futures	Contracts
•	Gold	Futures	Contracts
•	Coffee	Futures	Contracts
•	Cocoa	Futures	Contracts

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

notional value of  domestic market
usD 91.6 bio per annum

exchange partnerships •	Taiwan	Futures	Exchange	(Taifex),	2014;
•	Forex	Capital	Market	(FXCM),	2013;
•	Korea	Exchange	(KRX),	2008;
•	Financial	Technology	India	Limited	(FTIL),	2008;
•	Australian	Bullion	Exchange	Ltd.	(ABX);
•	Etc.

Memberships  AfM

regulatory bodies coftrA (commodity futures trading regulatory Agency)  – https://www.bappebti.go.id/id/home 

JAkArtA FUtUres exCHAnGe
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General market 
information  

As an equatorial, archipelagic country, indonesia is an important producing country for various 
agricultural and mining products. With a 250 million population and a 2016 GDP estimated at 
$3,620 per capita, indonesia has the potential to be the trading center of  various products. 
in 2016, JfX on-exchange volume has grown 26%. our current products are based on Palm oil, 
cocoa, coffee, and Gold. indonesia is the largest producer of  crude Palm oil, and within the top 
5(five) for cocoa and robusta coffee. Whereas gold is an important investment instrument for the 
majority of  indonesians. 
the indonesian government aims for indonesian exchanges to become price references for these 
commodities.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

JAkArtA FUtUres exCHAnGe
– continueD –
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Location Johannesburg (Head office) & cape town, south Africa

Web site www.jse.co.za

Founded •	1887	Cash	Equities
•	1989	Derivatives
•	1996	Debt	Market

AFM Member since 1998

Management •	Ms.	Nonkululeko	Nyembezi-Heita,	Chairman
•	Ms.	Nicky	Newton-King,	CEO

AFM Contact Person chris sturgess

type of Institution the Jse is one of  the top 20 exchanges in the world in terms of  market capitalization as well as its 
ranking amongst global derivatives markets.  

trading or service 
offering 

Jse offers a full trading and clearing exchange service across the product range of cash equities, 
derivatives (equities, commodities, currencies, interest rates) as well as a Debt Market. We also have a 
well-established data information service and offer access to a co-location site for latency sensitive clients. 
Jse clear, a separate legal entity owned by the Jse, provides clearing services for most of our products.

Main products •	A	number	of	actively	traded	and	liquid	companies	listed	on	the	main	board	of	the	cash	equities	
market

•	ALSI	–	an	actively	traded	equity	index
•	USD	vs	Rand	currency	contract
•	White	Maize	and	Yellow	Maize	contracts,	
•	A	number	of 	government	bonds	and	derivatives	on	these

Market capitalisation (UsD)  cash equity Market is around usD 1 trillion. Derivatives market has around a usD 1.5 billion daily value traded

exchange partnerships •	CME	Group
•	Euronext
•	MSCI
•	Eris	Exchange
•	FTSE,	owned	by	LSE	Group
•	Namibian	Stock	Exchange
•	Zambia	Agricultural	Commodity	Exchange

Memberships  •	AFM
•	WFE
•	FIA
•	ASEA

regulatory bodies financial services board (fsb)  – www.fsb.co.za

General market 
information  

south Africa’s current inflation rate is around 6.6% with the prime interest rate set at 10.50%. 
current trading range of the us$ to the local currency, south African rand is r13.60-r13.80 to 1 us$.

JoHAnnesBUrG stoCk exCHAnGe
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Location budapest, Hungary

Web site www.kelerkszf.hu
kelerccp@kelerkszf.hu 

Founded 2008

AFM Member since 1998 
keLer Ltd., the parent company of  keLer ccP Ltd., is the founding member of  AfM.

Management •	Zsolt	Selmeczi-Kovacs,	dr.,	Chairman
•	Karoly	Matrai,	CEO
•	Tamas	Horvath,	COO

AFM Contact Person karoly Matrai

type of Institution central counterparty and General clearing Member

trading or service 
offering 

keLer ccP is a central counterparty licensed under eMir acting on both the capital markets and 
energy markets in Hungary and across europe. it provides clearing services for a broad range 
of  asset classes including securities, exchange-traded derivatives, foreign exchange derivatives, 
commodities, energy products, etc.

Main products stock exchange and energy market-related clearing and settlement services of the keLer Group 
include account keeping, record keeping and financial settlement of daily on-exchange and otc 
transactions, collateral management, guarantee undertaking and reporting services under eMir and 
reMit. these activities of keLer Group are shared between keLer, the central securities depository, 
and keLer ccP, the central counterparty, in a way that keLer ccP provides clearing services and 
ensures the smooth and safe settlement of the markets through its guarantee system and clearing 
Membership requirements, while keLer creates the technical conditions for the settlements.

Market capitalisation (UsD)

exchange partnerships in the role of  central counterparty:
•	Budapest	Stock	Exchange	(BSE)
•	BETa	Market	(operated	by	BSE)
•	MTS	Hungary	(operated	by	EuroMTS	Ltd.)
•	Trading	Platform	(Hungarian	Gas	Balancing	Platform,	operated	by	FGSZ	Földgázszállító	Ltd.)
•	Central	Eastern	European	Gas	Exchange	(CEEGEX)
•	Romanian	Commodities	Exchange	(BRM)

keLer CCP LtD. 
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exchange partnerships in the role of  General clearing Member:
•	European	Energy	Exchange	(EEX)
•	European	Power	Exchange	(EPEX)
•	Powernext	
•	Hungarian	Power	Exchange	(HUPX)
•	Power	Exchange	Central	Europe	(PXE)
•	SEE	Power	Exchange	(SEEPEX)
•	NOREXECO	(The	Pulp	&	Paper	Exchange)

Memberships  eAcH
AfM

regulatory bodies Magyar nemzeti bank (central bank of  Hungary)  – www.mnb.hu/en

General market 
information  

in line with european standards, Hungary has a low inflation rate which is associated with a low 
base rate. With regards to the inflation rate, the medium term target inflation rate is 3% however; 
the current inflation rate is 1.1 % (central bank of  Hungary, november 2016). the base rate was 
cut three times in 2016, and in May fell to 0.90 %.  Accordingly, the benchmark yields on Hungarian 
government bonds are decreasing constantly and on short-term bonds it is currently below 1 %. 
the GDP growth in Hungary reflects a positive result as it was around 2 % in 2016 however growth-
rate is decreasing compared to previous years; while it is expected to largely grow in 2017.
the national currency against the euro is currently 308.89 and has been changing within a range 
of  304 and 318 throughout 2016.
the stock index (buX) of  the budapest stock exchange performed very well showing a significant 
increase of  34 % in 2016, and due to the positive opinions of  the credit rating agencies this trend 
is expected to continue.

keLer CCP LtD. 
– continueD –
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Location buenos Aires,  Argentina

Web site www.matba.com.ar 

Founded 1907

AFM Member since 1998

Management •		Marcos	Hermansson,	Chairman	of 	the	Board
•		Vivianna	Ferrari,	CEO

AFM Contact Person Araceli basurto, institutional relations Director

type of Institution futures exchange

trading or service offering trading, clearing and data services

Main products Agricultural futures and options

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

traded Volumes: 
in 2016 MAtba experienced significant growth achieving the 2nd largest volume of its 109-year history.
the total volume recorded was 27,763,188 tonnes, representing a 10.91% increase over 2015.
futures recorded a growth of  10.12% with a total of  22,402,764 tons traded; especially corn 
futures, which recorded an increase of  21.28%.
options had an excellent performance with 4,584,900 tons trading representing a rise in volume 
of  53% over the previous year. of  this soybean options were the main contributor with a rise of  
61.77%.

exchange partnerships •	CME	Group	for	Soybean,	Wheat	and	Corn
•	ROFEX	–	trading	platform	interconnection

Memberships  •	Association	of 	Futures	Markets	–	AFM
•	FIA

regulatory bodies comision nacional de Valores – www.cnv.gob.ar

General market 
information  

At the end of  2015 Argentina elected a new President with a completely different view from the 
administrations that ruled for the previous 12 years. there is now a new approach to the financial 
system, more integrated to the world and with a strong focus on the regional economies within the 
country. in that sense, several protective regulations were abolished and export taxes lowered. the 
new economic context helped MAtba’s volume in 2016 which increased by 10.91%.

MerCADo A térMIno De BUenos AIres s.A. 
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Location kathmandu, nepal

Web site www.mexnepal.com

Founded 2007

AFM Member since 2016

Management Jitesh surendran, ceo

AFM Contact Person Jitesh surendran, ceo

type of Institution exchange

trading or service 
offering 

•	Minimization	of 	risk
•	Central	marketplace,	central	market	data	disseminator		
•	Facilitation	of 	a	round	the	clock	service.
•	Knowledge	base	for	futures	trends	in	commodities.
•	Helping	farmers	choose	cropping	patterns	and	time	to	sell
•	Initiation	and	facilitation	of 	a	quality	backed	warehouse	management	service
•	Effective	and	guaranteed	clearing	and	settlement	system

Main products •	Futures	Contracts:
 brent crude, cocoa, coffee, corn, copper, cotton, crude oil, Gold, Micro Gold, Heating oil, natural 

Gas, Platinum, Palladium, silver, Micro silver, soybean, soybean oil, sugar & Wheat
•	Spot	Contracts:
 brent crude oil, copper, Mini copper, crude oil, Mini crude oil, Mini Gold, nano Gold, natural Gas, 

Mini natural Gas, Mini silver & nano silver 
•	Delivery	Contracts:
 Delivery silver 20 kG, Delivery silver 1 kG, Delivery silver 1000 GM, Delivery Gold 10 GM, fresh 

Hen egg Medium & fresh Hen egg Large

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

usD 3 billion

exchange partnerships •	CME	Group	Chicago	
•	Mercantile	Exchange	of 	Belize
•	Royal	Securities	Exchange	of 	Bhutan
•	Afghanistan	Global	Commodity	Exchange	Limited
•	Mercantile	Exchange	of 	Madagascar

Memberships •	Association	of 	Futures	Markets	(AFM)
•	South	Asian	Federation	of 	Exchanges	(SAFE)
•	MEX	Nepal	An	ISO	9001:2008	Certified	Exchange	by	URS,	UK.

MerCAntILe exCHAnGe nePAL LIMIteD
(Mex nePAL)
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Memberships  •	Part	of 	Dun	&	Bradstreet	Global	Database
•	Management	Association	of 	Nepal	(MAN)
•	Nepal	Chamber	of 	Commerce	(NCC)
•	Federation	of 	Nepalese	Chambers	of 	Commerce	and	Industry	(FNCCI)
•	National	Business	Initiative	(NBI)
•	MoU	with	Mid-Valley	International	College	

regulatory bodies Proposed regulator-securities board of  nepal, http://www.sebon.gov.np/

General market 
information  

in a developing nation like nepal, the importance of  the commodity markets is imperative in 
driving the economy forward. Although the history of  the industry in nepal dates back to only 
the last decade, the industry has been able to incorporate various stakeholders in the structure 
lending a helping hand in boosting the GDP every consecutive year thereafter. With immense 
scope and opportunities arising, the market has been able to cater to a wide range of  customers 
from the various strata of  society. However, keeping the evolving financial scenarios in mind, 
the industry has inevitably adopted various international practices to serve the customers with 
diligence. the industry also has pledged not to remain stagnant but evolve with the changing 
times in the ensuing days too. 

 

MerCAntILe exCHAnGe nePAL LIMIteD
(Mex nePAL) – continueD –
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Location nairobi, kenya

Web site www.nse.co.ke 
derivatives@nse.co.ke

Founded 1954

AFM Member since 2013

Management •	Mr.	Sam	Kimani,	Chairman
•	Mr.	Bob	Karina,	Vice	Chairman
•	Mr.	Geoffrey	Odundo,	Chief 	Executive
•	Mr.	Terry	Adembesa,	Director	–	Derivatives	Markets

AFM Contact Person Mr. terry Adembasa
Director – Derivatives Markets

type of Institution Derivatives exchange – nse Derivatives exchange (neXt)

trading or service offering futures

Main products •	NSE	25	Index	Futures
•	Single	Stock	Futures

Market capitalisation (UsD)  n/A

exchange partnerships united nations sustainable stock exchanges initiative

Memberships  •	Association	of 	Futures	Markets	(AFM)
•	African	Securities	Exchanges	Association	(ASEA)
•	East	African	Securities	Exchanges	Association	(EASEA)

regulatory bodies capital Markets Authority (cMA)
www.cma.or.ke 

General market 
information  

the nse Derivatives exchange (neXt) is a subsidiary of  the nairobi securities exchange Limited  
governed by the nse Derivatives rules, the capital Markets (Derivatives Markets) regulations 
2016, and the capital Markets Act cap 485A, while being under the supervision of  the capital 
Markets Authority.

this is the first derivatives exchange in kenya, and second in the African continent. the nse 
Derivatives exchange will offer futures contracts in equity products, at the initial phase, before 
expanding into other asset classes such as fixed income, currencies and agricultural commodities 
once the market gains full traction.

the market is awaiting formal launch envisioned during the year 2017.

nAIroBI seCUrItIes exCHAnGe 
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Location karachi, Pakistan

Web site www.pmex.com.pk

Founded 2002

AFM Member since Associate member from 2012 and full member since 2014

Management •	Ejaz	Ali	Shah,	Managing	Director
•	Amjad	Khan,	Chief 	Operating	Officer
•	Nauman	Lakhani,	Head	of 	Marketing,	Business	Development	and	Customer	Services
•	Hasan	Mahmood,	Head	of 	Product	Development	&	Agri	Business
•	Farhan	Tahir,	Chief 	Financial	Officer	Shehzad	Hussain,	Head	of 	Risk	&	Market	Surveillance	
•	Brig	(R)	Sabur	Ahmed	Khan,	Head	of 	Human	Resources	and	Administration	
•	Muhammad	Rizwan	Siddiqui,	Chief 	Internal	Auditor
•	Syed	Jawaid	Raza,	Chief 	Technology	Officer
•	Syed	Mumtaz	Ali,	Chief 	Compliance	Officer
•	Tariq	Nafees	Siddiqui,	Head	of 	Operations

AFM Contact Person nauman Lakhani, Head of  Marketing, business Development and customer services

type of Institution Multi commodity futures exchange

trading or service 
offering 

PMeX provides a complete suite of  services i.e. trading, clearing and settlement, custody as well as 
back office, all under one roof.

PAkIstAn MerCAntILe exCHAnGe LIMIteD
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Main products international
•	Gold
•	Silver
•	Copper
•	Crude	oil
•	Brent	Crude	oil
•	Cotton
•	Palm	Olein
•	FX	Pairs	(EUR,	GBP,	JPY,	AUD,	CAD	CHF)
Local
•	Wheat
•	Rice
•	Sugar
•	Red	Chilli
•	Paddy	Rice

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

traded volume 2016:
usD 12,379,739,986

exchange partnerships Mou in place with:
•	Borsa	Istanbul
•	Izmir	Commodity	Exchange
•	Dubai	Gold	and	Commodity	Exchange
•	Iran	Commodity	Exchange

Memberships  •	AFM	
•	FIA

regulatory bodies securities & exchange commission of  Pakistan
www.secp.gov.pk 

General market 
information  

Pakistan’s economy continued its growth momentum for the 3rd year in a row with real GDP growing 
at 4.71 per cent in fY2015-16, highest in the last eight years.

Major achievements of  the outgoing fiscal year included: significant economic growth, price stability, 
improving tax collection, reducing fiscal deficit, worker remittances touching new high and foreign 
exchange reserves touching historic high. the total investment recorded a growth of  5.78 per 
cent in fY2015-16. the major inflow of  foreign Direct investment was from us, Hong kong, uk, 
switzerland and uAe. oil and gas exploration, financial business, power, communications and 
chemicals sectors remained focus of  the foreign investors.

Pakistan entered a new era of  equity trading after the merger of  the operations of  the three 
stock exchanges i.e. karachi stock exchange, Lahore stock exchange and islamabad stock 
exchange into a single entity Pakistan stock exchange (PsX) during the outgoing fiscal year. 
stock market witnessed an overall significant and steady rise with indices touching historic and 
unprecedented levels.

PAkIstAn MerCAntILe exCHAnGe LIMIteD
– continueD –
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Location bucharest, romania

Web site www.brm.ro 

Founded 1992

AFM Member since 1998

Management •	Gabriel	Purice,	President	–	Director	General
•	Septimiu	Stoica,	President	Exchange
•	Arta	Turcanu,	Director	Natural	Gas	Market

AFM Contact Person septimiu Gheorghe

type of Institution commodities exchange

trading or service 
offering 

trading of  various commodity products either in a cash market or by auction. Primary products are 
energy or energy related.

Main products •	Electric	Power
•	Natural	gas
•	Oils
•	Construction	materials
•	Cereals

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

n/A

exchange partnerships clearing arrangement with keLer

Memberships  Association of  futures Markets (AfM)

regulatory bodies Anre – national regulatory Authority for energy
www.anre.ro 

General market 
information

BUrsA roMAnA De MArFUrI
(roMAnIAn CoMMoDItIes exCHAnGe)
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Location rosario, Argentina

Web site www.rofex.com.ar

Founded 1909

AFM Member since 2007

Management chairman – Andres Ponte
ceo – Diego fernandez

AFM Contact Person ismael caram (Deputy ceo)

type of Institution futures and options exchange

trading or service 
offering 

•	Trading,	registration,	clearing	and	guarantee	of 	futures	and	options	contracts	
•	Registration	and	settlement	of 	OTC	products	
•	Trading	and	settlement	access	to	MERVAL,	MATba,	MAE	and	MAV	primary	and	secondary	markets	

through interconnectivity agreements

Main products futures on:     by licence agreements with cMe:
•	US	Dollar	 	 	 	 •	WTI,	Gold,		Soy,	Corn
•	MERVAL	Index
•	Federal	Government	Bonds
•	Soybean,	Wheat,	Corn

Market capitalisation (UsD)  112 million contracts traded in 2016, an increase of  53% on 2015

exchange partnerships •	MERVAL,	MAV,	MAE	and	MATba	through	interconnectivity	agreements
•	UFEX	(ROFEX	Uruguay)
•	CME	(price	licencing	agreement)

Memberships  •	Association	of 	Futures	Markets	(AFM)
•	Futures	Industry	Association	(FIA)
•	Federación	Iberoamericana	de	Bolsas	(FIAB)
•	World	Federation	of 	Exchanges	(WFE)
•	Commodity	Markets	Council	(CMC)

regulatory bodies comision nacional de Valores    www.cnv.gob.ar

General market 
information  

Argentina retains its historic status as a middle power in international affairs, and is a prominent 
regional power in the southern cone and Latin America. Argentina has the second largest 
economy in south America, the third-largest in Latin America and is a member of  the G-15 and 
G-20 major economies. it is also a founding member of  the united nations, World bank, World 
trade organization, Mercosur, union of  south American nations, community of  Latin American and 
caribbean states and the organization of  ibero-American states. it is the country with the highest 
Human Development index in Latin America with a rating of  “very high”. because of  its stability, 
market size and growing high-tech sector, Argentina is classified as a high-income economy.

rosArIo FUtUres exCHAnGe
(roFex)
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Location Johannesburg, south Africa

Web site www.stt-software.com
www.sttsoftware.co.za

Founded 1985

AFM Member since 2007

Management •	Jeremy	Hodgson,	Chairman
•	Michelle	Janke,	CEO
•	Michelle	Hodgson,	Director	-	Management	Committee
•	Louisjan	Bonthuys,	Operations	Director
•	Mike	Krug,	Director
•	Hooben	Pillay,	Projects	Director
•	Ron	Stafford,	Financial	Director

AFM Contact Person Michelle Janke

type of Institution technology and Associated services 

trading or service 
offering 

financial Markets software Provider

Main products exchange, custodial, trading, clearing, csD, risk Management and surveillance systems and 
solutions

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

n/A

exchange partnerships n/A

Memberships  n/A

regulatory bodies n/A

General market 
information  

n/A

seCUrItIes & trADInG teCHnoLoGy (Pty) 
LtD.
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Location sofia, bulgaria

Web site www.sce-bg.com  

Founded •	1991	as	a	non-profit	organisation
•	1997	registered	under	the	Commodity	Exchange	Act	as	a	JSC

AFM Member since •	2005	Associate	
•	2008	Full	member

Management Vassil simov, ceo

AFM Contact Person •	Simeon	Elazarov
•	Tanya	Panayotova

type of Institution commodity exchange

trading or service 
offering 

spot market with physical delivery, futures only on grain contracts

Main products •	Grains	(e.g.	wheat,	corn	,barley,	sunflower)
•	Foodstuffs	pit	(e.g.	sugar,	oil,	flour,	beans,	meat,	rice)	
•	Non-foodstuffs	 pit	 (e.g.	 raw	 materials,	 metals,	 fuels	 and	 energy	 resources,	 chemicals	 and	

products, wood material)

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

total equity and liabilities in 2015: 
usD 4,829,000

exchange partnerships information and data exchange in the balkan region with:
•	Romania
•	Turkey
•	Serbia
•	Macedonia

Memberships  •	AFM
•	World	Exchange	Congress	(2006)

regulatory bodies state commission on commodity exchanges and Wholesale Markets – www.dksbt.bg

General market 
information  

sce operates under the commodity exchange and Wholesale Markets Act, which has serious 
restrictions on the contracts that can be traded e.g. options, electricity and derivatives are not allowed. 
the commodity exchange does not have a major impact on the national market, acting mainly as 
a spot market and providing analytical information about international and domestic markets for 
media, different organizations and trading companies.

soFIA CoMMoDIty exCHAnGe JsC
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Location taipei, taiwan

Web site www.taifex.com.tw

Founded 1997

AFM Member since 2007

Management •	Dr.	Len-Yu	Liu,	Chairman
•	Dr.	Peter	Chiu,	CEO
•	Mr.	Chao-Shun	Yang,	Senior	Vice	President,	Business	Development	Department
•	Ms.	Denise	Huang,	Vice	President,	Business	Development	Department

AFM Contact Person Mr. Peter chen
business Development Department
r94a41024@taifex.com.tw 

type of Institution futures exchange

trading or service 
offering 

trading for futures and options products

Main products •	Equity	Index	Futures	and	Options
•	Single	Stock	Futures
•	Equity	Options

Market capitalisation (UsD)  trading volume (2016) 241,678,556 contracts with average daily volume of  992,736 contracts

exchange partnerships •	Eurex	-	TAIFEX	launched	Eurex/TAIFEX	Link	on	15	May	2014
•	Japan	Exchange	Group	(JPX)	-TAIFEX	launched	TOPIX	futures	at	TAIFEX	on	21	December	2015
•	National	Stock	Exchange	of 	 India	Ltd	 (NSE)	 -	TAIFEX	 launched	Nifty	50	 futures	at	TAIFEX	on																								

7 november 2016

Memberships  •	WFE
•	IOSCO
•	FIA
•	ICDA
•	IOMA
•	CCP12
•	AFM

regulatory bodies financial supervisory commission (fsc) – http://www.fsc.gov.tw/en 

General market 
information  

taiwan futures exchange (tAifeX), established in 1997, provides products across several classes, 
including equity index futures and options, interest rate futures, single stock futures, equity options, 
commodity futures and options, and currency futures and options. According to the data released by the 
futures industry Association in December 2016, tAifeX is the world’s 20th largest exchange by volume 
in the first 3 quarters of 2016. based on foW tradedata, the trading volume of tAifeX’ two flagship 
products tAieX options and tAieX futures rank 3rd and 4th in Asia as of october 2016, respectively. 

tAIWAn FUtUres exCHAnGe
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Location Warsaw

Web site www.tge.pl/en
tge@tge.pl 

Founded 1999

AFM Member since 2014

Management •	Dr	Paweł ostrowski, President of  the Management board
•	Michał	Cieciórski,	Member	of 	the	Supervisory	Board	temporarily	delegated	to	perform	duties	of 	

Vice President of  the Management board

AFM Contact Person Agata samcik, agata.samcik@tge.pl; tel.: +48 885 885 645 

trading or service 
offering 

•	The	only	licensed	commodity	exchange	in	Poland	(licence	since	2003).	Holding	a	licence	for	the	
operation of  a regulated market (financial market) since february 2015

•	Nominated	Electricity	Market	Operator	(NEMO)	designated	by	the	President	of 	Energy	Regulatory	
office since December 2015

•	Featured	on	the	ACER’s	list	of 	platforms	for	reporting	transaction	information	according	to	REMIT	
requirements (rrM tGe) since october 2015

•	TGE	operates	the	following	markets:	
o electricity markets: commodity forward instruments Market with Physical Delivery - cfiM, 

Day-Ahead Market - DAM, intraday Market – iDM
o natural gas markets: (commodity forward instruments Market for gas - cfiMg, Day-Ahead 

Market - DAMg), as well as Property rights Market
o Property rights Market (certificates of  origin register for electrical power generated in 

renewable energy sources and in high-efficiency co-generation units)
o Financial Instruments Market – electricity (since november 2015)
o Co2 emission Allowances Market 
o Guarantees of origin register

Main products traded commodities:
•	electricity
•	natural	gas
•	property	rights
•	CO2 emission allowances
•	financial	instruments	for	electricity
•	Certificates	of 	Origin	Register	for	electrical	power	generated	in	renewable	energy	sources	and	in	

high-efficiency co-generation units
•	Guarantees	of 	Origin	Register

tGe, PoLIsH PoWer exCHAnGe
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Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

trade in electricity on tGe has been for last few years at higher or similar level to the domestic 
production. in 2016, the total turnover in this market amounted to 126.6 tWh. even more dynamic 
trend can be observed in the natural gas market, where over the last two years the volume of  the 
virtually non-existent market has increased to 114.5 tWh in 2016, establishing the best annual 
result ever in the history of  tGe.

exchange partnerships •	Strong	and	stable	shareholder	–	Warsaw	Stock	Exchange	(since	February	2012)
•	Member	of 	the	European	Multi-Regional	Coupling	(MRC)	market	since	July	2015	and	the	Price	

coupling of  regions initiative (Pcr) since october 2015 
•	Nominated	Electricity	Market	Operator	(NEMO)	designated	by	the	President	of 	Energy	Regulatory	

office since December 2015 
•	Featured	on	the	ACER’s	list	of 	platforms	for	reporting	transaction	information	according	to	REMIT	

requirements

Memberships  •	Association	of 	Futures	Markets	(AFM)
•	Association	of 	Power	Exchanges	(APEx)
•	Association	of 	European	Energy	Exchanges	(Europex)

regulatory bodies •	Energy	Regulatory	Office:	https://www.ure.gov.pl/en/
•	Polish	Financial	Supervision	Authority:	http://www.knf.gov.pl/en/index.html
•	Featured	on	the	ACER’s	(Agency	for	the	Cooperation	of 	Energy	Regulators)	list	of 	platforms	for	

reporting transaction information according to reMit requirements: 
 http://www.acer.europa.eu 

General market 
information  

•	Poland,	with	a	population	of 	over	38.4	million	inhabitants,	is	the	largest	member	of 	the	European	
union among all the countries of  central and eastern europe. 

•	In	terms	of 	the	number	of 	inhabitants,	Poland	is	the	35th	largest	country	in	the	world	and	the	
6th largest in the eu.

•	In	 terms	of 	gross	domestic	product	 (GDP)	which	was	 in	2015	at	 the	 level	of 	$474.9	billion,	
Poland is the 9th biggest economy in the eu and the 25rd biggest economy in the world. and 
classified as high-income economy by World bank. the largest component of  its economy was in 
2015 the service sector (55.6%), followed by industry (41.21%) and agriculture (3.3%). 

 

tGe, PoLIsH PoWer exCHAnGe
– continueD –
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Location bangkok, thailand

Web site www.tfex.co.th ; 
tfex_admin@set.or.th

Founded 2006

AFM Member since 2016

Management •	Dr.	Chaiyawat	Wibulwasdi		–	Chairman	
•	Mrs.	Kesara	Manchusree	–	Vice	Chairman
•	Dr.	Rinjai	Chakornpipat	–	Managing	Director

AFM Contact Person Vanida Wongdechsareekul

type of Institution exchange

trading or service 
offering 

Derivatives trading

Main products •	SET50	Index	Futures
•	Single	Stock	Futures
•	Gold	Futures

Market capitalisation 
(UsD)  

Average daily trading volume at 285,189 contracts in 2016

Memberships  •	Association	of 	Futures	Markets	(AFM)
•	Futures	Industry	Association	(FIA)
•	International	Options	Markets	Association	(IOMA)
•	International	Rubber	Association	(IRA)

regulatory bodies the securities and exchange commission (sec)       www.sec.or.th

General market 
information  

thailand futures exchange PcL (tfeX), a subsidiary of  the stock exchange of  thailand (set), 
is the only derivatives exchange in thailand. tfeX is governed by the Derivatives Act b.e. 2546 
(2003), and is under the supervision of  the securities and exchange commission (sec). At present, 
tfeX offers a broad range of  derivative products covering equity, precious metal, interest rate, 
energy, currency and agricultural derivatives. the uses of  direct market access (DMA), co-location, 
foreign currency collateral and omnibus accounts are available to facilitate foreign investors. in 
2016, tfeX’s average daily trading volume was 285,189 contracts. tfeX ranked 32nd among 
derivatives exchanges in the world by futures industry Association (fiA) in 2015.

tHAILAnD FUtUres exCHAnGe
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i do not believe that anybody, least of  all myself, ever 
believed that some 21 years after arranging an informal 
meeting at the Hyatt Hotel in Johannesburg in 1996 to 
informally discuss the establishment and operations of  a 
commodity futures exchange, that in 2017 an association 
that was conceived at a follow-up meeting in budapest 
the next year and formalised a year later would hold its 
20th Annual conference in the very place of  its birth, 
buenos Aires. 

it has been my distinct privilege to not only have been 
associated with the AfM since its inception, but also to have 
attended every annual conference that has been held.  this 
has taken me to 13 different countries (not including my 
home country of south Africa) and has allowed me, and 
on many occasions, also my wife Lynette to experience the 
culture and sights of so many diverse places. but, more 
importantly, we have met a wide range of stand-out people 
who for ever will be etched in our memories. i wish i could 
mention them all by name, but i know i will miss some and 
i really would not want that. to the many people who have 
graced our lives as a result of the AfM, i salute you and 
thank you for enriching our lives.

in an age where technology plays such a dominant role 
in our daily lives, both professionally and personally, it is 
perhaps rare to stop a while and dwell on what i consider 
to be the great strength of  the AfM – the men and woman 
who have been a part of  the association and who have 
contributed to its longevity and success. i recall very well 
when we were discussing the formation of  an association 
way back in 1997 and 1998, we asked ourselves the 
question, “How could forming an association benefit us 
as smaller exchanges and associated industries?” there 
was a unanimous answer that i believe has been one of  
the strengths of  the association and it encompassed 
much more than just the workings of  an exchange.  it 
was agreed that as an association we need not only 

to assist each other in understanding the workings of  
an exchange, but also to be aware and appreciate the 
people, culture and essence of  the countries in which the 
exchanges operate.  this has led to an attempt to always 
take time out in the country in which we are meeting to 
hold the Annual General Meeting to explore something of  
the environment and culture of  the country and to get to 
know the people involved in the exchange. it is no wonder 
and with good reason that the AfM is so often referred 
to as a family.

for those sceptics who might just question whether 
this emphasis on the human side of  things can impact 
the business side, let me mention one small incidence.  
i was privileged to have been seated at an AfM dinner 
alongside a veritable giant of  the industry, the late bob 
ray – a truly gracious man and an inspiration to many.  
We hit it off  and bob remarked, “We need to do some 
business together.” A few years later, thanks to the work 
of  chris sturgess and others, the south African market 
started trading cbot/cMe cash settled corn futures – a 
clear reminder that much can be, and has been, achieved 
through the relationships built within the AfM.

i have been privileged to see, experience and learn from 
the countries that we, as the AfM, have visited. Here is a 
brief  glimpse of  some of  those amazing memories:
•	Visiting	 Moscow	 in	 2003	 and	 walking	 across	 Red	

square in the freezing cold (perhaps the coldest i have 
ever been in my life).

•	Having	Gala	Dinners	in	the	wonderful	city	of 	Budapest	–	
on a sightseeing cruise along the Danube, in the Houses 
of Parliament and in the famous old world charm of  
Gerbaud tea room (desserts and cakes to die for!)

•	Visiting	the	Bran	Castle,	well	known	as	Dracula	Castle,	
outside bucharest in romania.  Was it scary? no, but 
the bus ride getting there certainly was!

•	Engaging	in	karaoke	on	one	of 	the	top	floors	of 	Building	
101 in taipei in 2011 – what a great evening. i will 
never forget the view from the gents’ toilet – certainly 
a loo with a view!

•	Who	 could	 ever	 forget	 the	 river	 cruise	 in	Bangkok	 in	
2008 which culminated in a traditional dinner on the 
banks of  the chao Phraya river with the exquisite 
dancing, magical lights and delicious food?

•	Cruising	the	canals	of 	Amsterdam	and	enjoying	Dutch	
delicacies along the way.

•	Eating	 a	 traditional	 cultural	 dinner	 in	 the	 Ukraine	
with singing, dancing, copious amounts of  meat and 
probably the most Vodka i have ever seen consumed in 

the Association of Futures Markets  
- A Glimpse through the eyes of  rod Gravelet-blondin
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one dinner in my life.   A trip to the kiev opera was an 
unforgettable experience.  

•	Enjoying	 a	 dinner	 in	 the	 caves	 and	 in	 the	 cellars	 in	
budapest – drinking a few glasses of  “bulls blood” red 
wine and tasting tokaj white wine, especially those with 
six “puttonyas”!

•	Cruising	 the	 Bosphorus	 and	 visiting	 the	 beautiful	
mosques, temples and palaces in istanbul. 

•	Walking	around	Krakow	in	2015	and	getting	a	feel	for	
the rich and dark history of  the city and the country of  
Poland.

•	In	2014	enjoying	a	Balinese	evening	close	to	the	ocean	
and getting a real taste of  indonesian hospitality and 
food in a beautiful balinese manor house.

•	Feeling	 the	 rhythm	 and	 vibrancy	 of 	 the	 Argentine	
tango in buenos Aires in 1998 and again, on the 10th 
anniversary of  the AfM, in 2007.

there were also some mysteries along the way and to 
this day i am none the wiser as to what really happened:
•	I	 recall	 applications	 from	 officials	 of 	 certain	 Chinese	

exchanges to attend various conferences, but no one 
ever actually turned up.  i am not sure if  to this day they 
are still on their way!

•	When	 returning	 from	 various	 events	 rather	 late	 in	
the night, several conference attendees asked to be 
dropped off  at different locations along the way back 
to the hotel.  Where they went and how on earth they 
made it back to the hotel and looked so bright and 
breezy the next morning i do not know (and do not 
want to know!)

•	Then	 there	 was	 the	 infamous	 disappearance	 of 	 the	
late Paul-Andre Jacot’s wallet from within his sock from 
within the cupboard in his room in the hotel and the 
equally infamous reappearance of  the wallet the next 
morning after certain authorities had been notified. 
truly, the “Harry Potter” moment of  the AfM.

Just a taste of  some of  the places and experiences that 
have provided life long memories to those of  us who 
had the privilege to attend the annual conferences.  Was 
it all play and no work?  far from it - as anyone who 
attended and participated in the robust, yet down to 
earth, debates and discussions that took place at the 
conferences will attest to. the sessions organised by the 
AfM at the annual swiss futures and options Association 
annual conferences were always well attended, attesting 
to the high level of  professionalism and the high regard 
in which the discussions were held across the industry.

chris sturgess has paid tribute to krisztina kasza in 
the preface to this publication and noted the enormous 
contribution made by her to the AfM.  i can only echo 
this and thank kriszti not only for the work, but for the 
manner and spirit in which it was carried out. nagyon 
szépen	köszönjük	Kriszti.

the AfM has been an important and inspirational part of  
my life for over 20 years – long may it continue to provide 
the futures industry with a platform for discussion, a 
place for building relationships and above all, a passion 
to pursue!

thank you for the opportunity to contribute to this 
publication and enjoy the 20th anniversary in Argentina.

roderick Gravelet-blondin
south Africa

Alan telling rod why 
the netherlands would 

make the final of  the 
2010 World cup – 

and they did!
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the Association of  futures Markets – AfM – just turned 
20. How time flies! if  my memory is correct i first attended 
an “emerging Markets’ roundtable” probably some 18 
years	 ago	 on	 the	 memorable	 Bürgenstock	 Estate	 in	
switzerland and in the context of  one of  the sfoA annual 
Bürgenstock	meetings.	

At first i considered my attendance in the roundtable 
of  AfM as a mere politeness because someone from 
sfoA encouraged me to go. so i joined this “new kid on 
the block” with an attitude such as: “ok, i have nothing 
better to do!” but things should turn out completely 
different: as a matter of  fact AfM would become 
something like a permanent companion in my business 
life – and even beyond. 

nowadays industry conferences – particularly in the 
financial segment – can be pretty boring. i am inclined 
to say “if  you’ve seen one, you’ve seen them all!” Prior 
to the conversion of  financial infrastructures from utilities 
into for-profit organizations conference participants could 
at least get ideas and information about what is cooking 
in the industry and such venues were ideal to meet your 
peers. equally, it was the right spot to pick-up or discreetly 
place what is commonly known as rumors. With the listing 
of  exchange groups this part of  the conference program 
stopped at once and the highest of  all feelings nowadays 
you can hear is: “we are living through interesting times”.

but why did AfM give me a completely different impression 
right at the beginning? What was so different that my 
personal feelings towards this Association became much 
more emotional than to any other organization? Well let 
me put it this way: 

AfM is an Association predominantly of  and for developing 
and emerging financial markets around the globe. in view 
of  the different stages of  development of  its members 

from “just about to be developed” via “emerging 
and frontier” to the “newly established market” the 
composition of  participants in events organized by AfM 
is stunning. the different levels of  development among 
the membership leads to more candid discussions 
because every participant would like to get the most 
out of  these conferences. of  course there are the usual 
suspects around as well e.g. consultants such as me or 
representatives of  so-called developed markets from the 
western world. but since they are a minority the typical 
atmosphere does not change.

in short AfM events are family affairs – friendly, open, 
candid and educational. And i don’t think there is any 
other organization – at least not in the financial industry 
– which is moving its events and conferences crisscross 
the globe. bucharest, Moscow, budapest, istanbul, 
buenos Aires, bangkok, taipei, bali, krakow, just to name 
a few, have been venues for AfM conferences. And in this 
context i submit already my application to join the AfM 
conference in ulaanbaatar – if  and when this will be the 
venue for a conference…

since my first meeting with the quasi new born baby at 
that time having ambitions and almost achieved to unite 
all the developing and emerging financial infrastructures 
in all four corners of  the world a lot has changed. We have 
seen a number of  market turbulences – other people call 
it crisis – and an endless queue of  new legislation and 
regulation from politicians and regulators in their never 
ending endeavor to make the world a better and safer 
place for investors. but that’s another topic which might 
be covered in the 25th anniversary publication.

Dear AfM, i always enjoyed participating in your 
conferences because you provided such an excellent mix 
of  people and cultures. i was honored to be a speaker 
from time to time but i was also learning a lot from the 
discussions we had at the events. in this sense Happy 
Anniversary and please stay the way you are.

otto e. naegeli
oen consulting

Happy 20th Birthday AFM! – by otto naegeli  
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When kriszti asked me if  i would like to contribute to 
the AfM 20th anniversary publication i was extremely 
flattered. Goose pimples appeared and my heart 
immediately filled with warmth. Why? i will try to explain.

the first time i became involved with AfM was at the May 
2005 annual conference. conference was in bucharest that 
year, and i sat on a panel representing eurex and speaking 
about the right products that a market needs – a topic 
equally important for emerging as for mature markets.

it was special because i was not only representing eurex 
at an international conference for the first time. i was also 
speaking in bucharest, romania where i was born. Years 
previously, when i started working for eurex, i had never 
imagined returning, in my professional life, to bucharest 
and liaising with developed and emerging exchange 
worlds. And this, only a stone’s throw from where i went 
to school. 

i first met kriszti kasza who then introduced me to Paul 
Meier. they invited me to also join AfM´s emerging 
Market	 Forum	 at	 SFOA	 Bürgenstock	 Meeting.	 I	 jumped	
at the chance and since that moment became part of  a 
fabulous community, enduring professional collaboration 
and fine friendship. no matter where AfM hosted events 
– in Asia, europe or south America – i always returned 
home enriched culturally, intellectually and professionally, 
having gained so much from the experience and ideas of  
other AfM colleagues and hopeful that i had been able to 
contribute in return.

the various AfM topics – trading, clearing, regulation, 
business development, it – and the approach of  
exchanging ideas and joint elaboration with industry 
representatives from emerging and mature markets was 
AfM´s unique asset. to this day, in professional discussion 
(also with my husband) a quote, idea or point raised in 
an AfM forum is often referenced and analysed once 
again. the passing of  time underlines the fundamental 
relevance of  those AfM discussions. i understand many 
of  the ideas in a different way today than i did then.

And we never had enough. After conference we continued 
to discuss during city tours and glittery evening events 
and built personal bridges between developed and 
emerging markets long into the night.

through involvement with AfM i have been very fortunate 
to have been introduced to an open community of  
outstanding market professionals. i have benefited 
immensely from this, not only professionally, and look 
forward to many further years of  fruitful, stimulating and 
fun collaboration with the AfM trademark professional 
spirit and ethic.

simona simon
senior Vice President, eurex sales

eurex frankfurt AG

My AFM experience – by simona simon
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Looking forward to the 20th AfM, brings to mind the 
sunny afternoon when i arrived in istanbul for my first 
conference. Although this was in April 2006 the good 
memories of  that event make it seem like yesterday. While 
waiting for the AfM group hotel transfer i was struck by 
the general bonhomie of  the conversation between the 
other delegates who were exchanging the greetings 
more commonly reserved for friends not seen for a while.  
reflecting on this i can always hear Paul Meier and rod 
Gravelet-blondin among others talking about friends in 
the context of  AfM for this is the spirit that underlies the 
Association of  futures Markets.

for me this conference clearly demonstrated the value 
of  placing the emphasis on discussion rather than 
presentation. i remember the guidance (instruction is 
probably more appropriate) kristina gave me before 
my first panel participation ‘no PowerPoint and no 
sales pitch’’. As a sales professional my first reaction 
was a degree of  alarm, after all being on a platform 
and not selling would feel quite unnatural. However as 
the conference unfolded it was clear that AfM provides 
a safe environment where panels of  qualified speakers 
can come together to share ideas and experiences while 
not necessarily agreeing with each other. Led by the 
moderator the dialogue is encouraged to extend beyond 
panel members to include delegate participation resulting 
in healthy debate which can be heard continuing beyond 
the confines of  the conference auditorium. from the 
outset AfM was and continues to be a hugely interactive 
and inclusive experience, another key factor that defines 
its character as a place to share and learn.

the 2006 conference was the first of  two in istanbul and 
of  course we are now at the second in Argentina. AfM is a 
truly global association capitalising on the member base 
and meeting in a different country each year. According 
to a number of  my former colleagues representing the 
company at AfM was part of  my annual vacation enabling 
me to travel to wonderful venues around the world. Well, 
among other places, we have been to bali, bangkok, 
Moscow, taipei and Johannesburg so perhaps they might 
have had a point. 

As we move between member countries, we enjoy the value 
added by the various host organisations. Without fail they 
have brought us together with numerous, disparate local 
market participants giving each conference a regional 
flavour and an understanding of  the impact of  global 
events in these markets. 

At this point i must also mention the social side of  AfM 
for which again much is owed to the efforts of  the host 
organisations. thanks here to all the hosts for enabling 
us to experience the history, culture and cuisine of  their 
respective countries, through events and tours that 
remain in the memory but are too numerous to mention 
in this brief  recollection. the informality of  these events 
provides yet more opportunity to meet and share with 
what is always a diverse group marking yet another AfM 
difference. 

in summary, it has been a privilege to be part of  AfM 
since 2006. over the years whether as delegate, 
speaker, moderator, board member and now as a willing 
contributor the objective has remained the same: capture 
the essence of  AfM and support its continued success 
and development.

congratulations AfM and thank you!

Paul constantinou

Where to begin? – by Paul Constantinou
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How time flies – it seems like just yesterday that Paul-
André Jacot (he was chairman of  sfoA at that time) called 
me and asked me to join him on a trip to budapest to 
meet Gergely Horvath  who was about to help building up 
a most interesting venture – an independent Association 
much like ours but devoted to emerging markets which 
was founded in 1997 in buenos Aires. it must have been 
in november 1998 that we made that trip on a cold 
november day. We had a very interesting meeting followed 
by a very lovely dinner in a beautiful traditional Hungarian 
restaurant. in that short time an interesting relationship 
was built up that was to last for years to come.

We both shared the same idea – to be an independent 
platform where not only ideas were discussed and 
presented, but also networking was very important. We 
were cognizant that the two organizations shared the 
same goals and ideas but represented different segments 
in the same markets and thus needed their own spaces 
– but in the same building. the interchange between 
established and emerging markets is important both for 
the exchanges and their market places. it was like in a 
family – let the kids profit from the experiences of  the 
parents. there is no need to make all the same mistakes 
all over – there are plenty new challenges waiting out 
there with lots of  pitfalls. thus the idea was borne to have 
an emerging Market forum preceding our traditional 
Bürgenstock	 conference,	 held	 every	 September	 on	 the	
beautiful hill overlooking Lake Lucerne. the themes 
discussed were of  great importance to emerging 
markets. Later they could join the “big boys” during their 
conference. this allowed the participants not only to 
participate in those discussions but also to participate in 
all the great socials events and build the groundwork for 
the network that is necessary for a successful business. 

in september 1999 we held the first emerging Market 
forum with two topics discussed: “electronic vs open 

outcry” and “inter-exchange co-operation”. those 
discussions were very successful and the emerging 
Markets forum became a staple of  the conference 
and attracted not only represent-tatives from the new 
exchanges, but established exchanges quickly realized 
that there was a lot in it for them as well.

the AfM conference always had a sweet spot in my heart, 
although i attended my first only in 2004 in budapest 
(before it was Paul-André’s field). i always found it a 
unique conference with surprisingly strong attendance 
even in faraway places. Various young exchanges came 
and went, but i am sure many profited from the many 
interesting discussions. 

i certainly hope that going forward AfM will continue 
to grow and find proper support, which no doubt is 
getting more difficult. unfortunately a great market place 
has been usurped by the financial markets. Historically 
derivatives were part of  the value chain of  a commodity 
and exchanges (and their clearing houses) had as main 
theme to be a very strong part of  that value chain. 
Derivatives meant risk management. With a launch of  the 
financial products in the 1970s and the emancipation of  
the financial sector slow change took place. speculation 
became the buzzword and pushed the risk managing 
aspect in the background. financial derivatives serve a 
different need than commo¬dity derivatives – replication 
and facility to trade is more important than price finding 
and hedging. i realize the “big boys” will not agree with 
me, but it is so! 

Along came demutualization and made things worse. of  
course, under the old set-ups many exchange functioned 
more like a country club – but in the interest of  its 
members. With demutualization all of  a sudden the main 
interest of  an exchange was to generate profits for the 
hungry shareholder and stakeholders are often forgotten. 
instead of  centralizing liquidity (which is so important for 
good prices) it is spread among various exchanges in the 
name of  competition (no one could explain that yet to me 
– why is it better to have two or three exchanges quoting 
the same product instead of  concentrating all liquidity 
in one??). instead of  facilitating clearing ever exchange 
wants its own clearing house for profit optimization and 
the share price is more important than the market place. 
A nightmare for every broker! the big exchanges are 
mostly run by lawyers, cfos and compliance people (there 
are some noteworthy exceptions which confirm the rule). 
Gone are the days when you could line up a sponsoring 

20th Anniversary of the 
Association of Futures Markets – by Paul Meier
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with a phone call. i remember my first AfM conference 
in budapest. not too long before the conference i asked 
kriszti who was sponsoring the lunches and dinners. Her 
reply: the participants. i could not believe that and made 
a few phone calls and they were paid for. today? forget it. 
everything needs to be budgeted and those with a hand 
on	the	budget	have	no	idea	about	AFM	or	Bürgenstock.	
And if  they have a bad year and decide to save some 
money they slash the sponsoring. 

And another problem hit the markets: the quick buck 
artists quickly realized that derivatives are not just tools 
for risk-management but also for leveraging. And they 
went crazy – driving the financial markets very near 
a huge cliff. until the turn of  the century our markets 
had it pretty good with regulation, a lot of  it was self-
regulation. in one of  my first speeches as chairman of  
SFOA	 on	 Bürgenstock	 I	 said	 “we	 have	 to	 do	 a	 better	
job with self-regulation. if  we fail, the politician will 
take over and then we will have a big problem.”. Well, 
it did not take very long for them to get in the act. first 
we got soX and that failed brilliantly (if  it had worked 
the fincrisis 2007 would not have occurred). Did they 
learn? of  course not – Dodd frank created an even 
bigger mess. the europeans thought they need to get 
in the act as well and launched Mifid and are now in the 
process of  making things even worse… 

Let’s hope the emerging markets find a way to handle 
their affairs better. one lesson from the recent past 
– keep the nose to the grindstone do not chase the 
quick (speculator’s) buck! the core idea of  emerging 
markets still should be to be the place for price-finding 
and liquidity creation, to be a cog in the value chain. 
Let’s keep it that way! 

education is the key to success and conferences like the 
AfM conference play an important role, be it directly 
or indirectly. for that they also need the support of  
the established exchanges both in know-how and 
sponsorships, without which the conference will face an 
uncertain future. A strong AfM has been built up – keep 
it growing!

My great admiration and thank you goes to all the founding 
idealists and all those that helped AfM get established 
and successful, especially, of  course, kriszti, the heart 
and soul of  AfM! enjoy a great anniversary convention 
and looking forward to be part of  it also in the future!

Paul Meier
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reFLeCtIons oF AFM

the word that always comes to mind when i think of  AfM is ‘honesty’. Honesty of  
discussion, honesty of  sharing and honesty of  friendship. i have been lucky 

enough to participate in a number of  panel discussions at various AfM 
conferences around the world and they are (without doubt) 

the conferences that challenge me the most about how i perceive 
the derivatives industry. i count myself  lucky to have been 
introduced to them by David setters over 10 years ago 

and to still be attending them today. 
thank you. 

clive furness
contango Markets

one of  my best 
trades was becoming 
part of  AfM. 
the organization is 
so much more than coming 
together and being educated 
about what’s going on in our 
industry, it’s about the strong 
bonds and friendships that are created 
within the membership. 
i’ll stay” long” AfM forever!

Pat kenny
cQG

the AfM-Meetings with their roundtables and 
dinners will stay in my memory as unique 
opportunities for exchanging ideas.
the organizing people of  AfM always 
had a safe hand in picking up 
themes at the right time that 
move the industry.
combine this with magnificent 
locations and the chance 
to meet with competitors 
in an open way: Voilà!

Hans-christian 
koltze

it was in 
burgenstock - 2000 

when i met the AfM community 
for the first time. since that, 

i have had a privilege to attend 
numerous AfM events and even once to 

welcome AfM delegates at the Micex (now it is the 
Moscow exchange). 

i really appreciate the spirit the AfM – a great opportunity to 
learn from experience of  others, to verify own ideas and to get a 

feeling that we are not alone and most of  our problem are not unique 
ones. besides, it has been a good chance to be in places, which could 

problematically be reached otherwise.
i would like to thank all whom i was lucky to meet for their friendliness and support, 

hosts of  AfM events for their kind hospitality, and, of  course, krisztina who still shares 
her enthusiasm and charm.

i wish all to have a great time in Argentina (like it was 10 years ago) and am sure that the AfM 
will celebrate many nice anniversaries in the future.

sergei Mayorov
Moscow exchange

years
20

embracing markets
bridging people
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